
A Message From
Mike Searles

Well…GREAT News has arrived.

This is a “power packed” edition of Update so read it cover to cover!

First and most importantly, as you all know, we have a new investor, Goldner 
Hawn Johnson & Morrison, that has invested $35 million in our company’s 
future and in us. In addition, our next two largest shareholders, Peninsula 
Capital Advisors and Quaker Capital Management invested an additional 
$5 million in our company.

Why?  Because they believe there is a concept here waiting to be developed 
further & that we have the team and the infrastructure to do it.

At our Associate of the Month meeting on Wednesday June 27th we invited 
the Goldner Hawn team to visit us and participate. Mike Sweeney, Managing Partner of Goldner Hawn, shared his 
company’s philosophies of investing and why they chose to invest in Wilsons Leather.

The following is my summary of the highlights of Mike’s comments for all who did not have a chance to hear him 
in person.

We sought out Wilsons Leather. We’ve been watching the company and have a long-standing interest in what’s been 
going on. It was a great opportunity to match up a local company like Wilsons Leather with another local company 
like Goldner Hawn. We see a tremendous opportunity for success in this new relationship. 

We anticipate and look for success in 5 different ways. There are 5 kinds of success we anticipate will come from 
our new relationship: 

1. Success for Customers. I am very impressed with the merchandise I see for fall and believe the customer 
will respond. By providing merchandise that the customer desires and feels good about we achieve success 
for the customer.  

2. Success for Associates. The associates who work for the company need to be successful in their  
jobs — receiving the rewards that come with success. 

3. Success for Shareholders. We just invested 35 million dollars in the company. All shareholders are looking 
for a fair return on their investment.

4. Success for the Vendor Community. They are important. We need to be fair, straightforward and honest in 
our dealings with our vendors and likewise we expect the same from them with us. It’s business and we’ll 
negotiate hard — but at the end of the day they, like we, have families and coworkers and other customers 
who rely on them. 

5. Success in the Community at Large. We need to be good long-term members of the community. We are 
concerned about the environment and energy use just like everyone else. We need to be sure our business 
values are a reflection of our personal values. We don’t check our values at the door when we come to 
work.  

When all 5 kinds of success are in a good place then we are successful as a business. We will get out of balance 
sometimes. In fact we’ll never be in perfect balance, but we’ll always be seeking the right balance. Sometimes 
the customers will be getting too good a deal at our expense. Sometimes the shareholders or the associates may 
be getting too much. In the end if any one group succeeds at the expense of the others then it’s wrong. Balanced 
performance for all 5 kinds of success is the key to a great company. 

We have great respect for what you’ve built here at Wilsons Leather. You have:
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 HUMAN  
RESOURCES

The most current opportunities are posted on the Wilsons Leather Website 
at www.wilsonsleather.com or in the Wilsons Leather Update.

CORpORATE

position Recruiter
Oracle database Analyst   Michael Crowe
Sr. Manager, Planning  Michael Crowe
Merchandise Production Specialist Michael Crowe
 

FIELd

district and Store Management Positions are posted on the Wilsons 
Leather Website. (www.wilsonsleather.com)

Please note: due to the timing of the production of the Update, posted 
positions may be filled prior to your receiving the publication or prior to 
receipt of your application for a position.

CAREER OPPORTUNIT IES

TECHNOLOGY TIPS

CALENDAR OF  EVENTS

July
 1 Canada Day

 2 Civil Rights Act of 1964 

 4 USA Independence Day 

 6 Venezuela’s Independence Day

 7 Fiscal June Month End

 9 Argentina’s Independence Day

 14 France’s Bastille Day 

 26 Americans with Disabilities Act, 1990

 August
 1 Warsaw Uprising Commemoration Day

 4 Fiscal July Month End

 6 Bahamas’ Emancipation Day 

 9 International Day of the World’s Indigenous  

  People 

 14 Pakistan’s Independence Day

 15 India’s Independence Day

 17 Indonesia’s Independence Day  

 19 Afghanistan’s Independence Day 

 26 Women’s Equality Day - USA

 31 Malaysia’s National Day

E-Mail tips

• Set a reminder to reply to, or do something else with, a message. 
 right-click the message you want to set the reminder for, click Flag 
 for Follow Up, and then select the reminder you want to use. In the

 due By list, click the date when you have to complete the reply, and then click OK. 

• Add your own words to a follow-up flag for a new message. 
 Type the text you want in the Flag to box. 

• Send a message to multiple people without revealing other recipients’ identities.
 To send a message to someone without other recipients of the message knowing, use the Bcc line in the message. 
 Bcc stands for blind carbon copy. If you add someone’s name to the Bcc line, a copy of the message is sent to that 
 person, but his or her name is not visible to other recipients. 
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 HUMAN  
RESOURCES The “Face Value”

research shows that the eighty muscles of the face are capable of making more than seven thousand different facial expressions. 
Most of us can read if someone is happy or sad or frightened, but what about the other nuances?

develop a curiosity about what you see in other people’s faces. do you see apprehension, shyness, curiosity, hostility, humor, warmth? 
As you get better and better at reading these signals, you will become much more successful at interpersonal communications.

This facet of communication becomes very important as we interact with our co-workers to work through business issues. It also 
becomes vital as we work with our customers to conduct discovery around their product needs.

Asking questions is the obvious, direct approach — usually the fastest way to get at the issues, but NOT ALWAYS. Add to that verbal 
communication, the subtle communication that comes in the form of facial cues and voice inflection, and we tend to arrive at a 
clearer, more accurate perception of the actual message being “sent.”

Sounds easy, right???  Wrong!  Why is this so difficult?  

Facial expression is often the most difficult area of nonverbal communication to master, because we are taught early that our faces 
can give us away. Many people, particularly business executives, freeze their faces regardless of the emotional state. They believe 
a poker face is a strategic advantage. In that same vein, our customers can play the same “game.”  

Because we can only manage our own behaviors, we should understand that you only gain complete credibility with an audience 
when they feel you’re completely open and not masking anything from them. We can hold ourselves accountable to behave in ways 
that “disarm the audience” and facilitate communication. The warmer, more vulnerable personality is perceived as being stronger 
and less afraid.

How do I drop the “mask” or get my customer to drop hers?

We all wear masks, but it’s necessary to drop the mask to communicate fully. Try this: even if you’re not a fan of television, turn 
on your set and watch it carefully for thirty minutes. Alternately turn the sound off and on. Change channels frequently and watch 
the facial expressions of the actors and actresses. Also watch their reaction shots, when they’re not speaking lines. See if you can 
interpret their meaning and imitate the expressions (o.k., I’d make sure you’re sitting at home alone when you try this one…) The 
point is, we all wear masks, but it’s important to drop the mask in order to communicate fully. Get used to using your face every 

time you speak.

of communication

 By relaxing your face, you will create warmth and empathy 
for the other person. your genuineness will come through and 
those working with you — co-workers or customers — will 
perceive you as more credible and trustworthy.

 a trustworthy person is one with whom we feel comfortable 
working and from whom we feel comfortable making a 
purchase.

 ….you see… communication is not just about words … it’s truly 
“written all over your face.”
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• Over 400 stores that are well operated. 
• A respected name in the market and community.
• Great infrastructure to support the stores — IT, Finance, distribution,
 Manufacturing, and the others all work well in making sure the stores
 are taken care of.

There is a ton of talent here that has worked hard to build a business in a very 
tough environment. We aren’t coming in here with the answer — you identified 
the answer already. Accessories are the growth vehicle for Wilsons Leather.  
The company identified accessories as the opportunity, and you are already 
halfway there in developing the accessories business. We’ll work with you to 
develop this business all the way. 

As society has become wealthier the importance of function in products has 
shifted to design. I know, from the women in my life, that women judge other 
women by the bags that they carry. One of the ways we communicate who we are 
is by what we purchase. We have a national scale business that we can build 
quickly — our customers will use our products to differentiate themselves.  

Wilsons Leather was caught in the middle of the river — seeing the other shore 
and knowing where they needed to go — but buffeted by currents and forces 
that were pulling the company in different directions. We can help move the 
business to the other side of the river. We see this business as a great financial 
opportunity. Goldner Hawn is an accelerator. We can make capital available and 
support a push to move the company faster and quicker to get where it needs 
to go. 

It’s a wonderful opportunity for success and one that few people ever get to 
participate in. The times ahead are very exciting and challenging.  

As you can see, the addition of Goldner Hawn to our existing base of shareholders 
is a truly perfect fit. While we do not have all the answers yet we have the two 
most important elements in place...the money…and the right partners.

I look forward to updating you next time regarding more new and exciting 
developments.

See you soon,
Mike
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A Message from
Adam Boucher

BY: AdAM BOUCHer
VP STOre SALeS & reAL eSTATe
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I can tell you today that I am absolutely 
confident that 1/3 of our store 
teams are delivering great customer 
experiences on a regular basis, another 
1/3 are working hard to get there and 
the last 1/3 are not believers. I say this 
because of the differences I see in 
the customer experience results we 
are achieving.

Recently a new research report from the Wharton school of 

Business came across my desk. the report was about the causes 

of shopper dissatisfaction in retail stores. I found the article to be 

revealing about the state of retail and reassuring that we are on 

the right track with our focus on the journey of the Customer and improving the customer 

experience. the key findings about dissatisfied shoppers from the study are: 

• disgruntled shoppers talk. And talk, and talk, and talk… Shoppers spread negative word of
 mouth about their problems. A dissatisfied shopper tells an average of four other people.   

• Negative word of mouth makes a difference. Half of all shoppers choose not to visit a store
 because of someone else’s bad experience. 

• Service is what really counts. If the problem is with an associate in the store, as opposed to 
store merchandise or policy they are twice as likely to tell others.  

• dissatisfied shoppers don’t tell you, they just go away. 80% of shoppers who stop shopping
 a store due to service described themselves as “satisfied” about the service they received. 

That last point persuasively demonstrates to me why it is so critical that we continually strive for the 
highest possible rating, the top-box score, on every customer experience survey. Only highly satisfied 
shoppers are committed to return  — all others will just as easily shop elsewhere.  

Finally, the study clearly shows that it is critical for retailers to have capable sales associates. But 
what exactly does capable mean? There are four different associate abilities required to prevent 
customer problems, drive repeat visits, and grow shopper loyalty. They are:

• The Educator knows the store’s products and will help shoppers find them.

• The Engager is available, friendly, and willing to help. 

• The Expediter ensures a customer wastes little time while shopping.

• The Authentic shows a genuine interest in the shoppers’ needs and preferences, even at the
 expense of making a sale.

Look at how similar their findings 
are to our own. We know that 
Friendly, enthusiastic, Interested, 
and Appreciative associates who 
are trained on Leather, Product, and 
Customer experience Intelligence are 
the key to success for Wilsons Leather. 
We are on the right track. 
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service awards
             for july & august
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25 Years
david Crum - Maintenance Technician-dC - dC

20 Years
dot Kauppi - dC Technician - dC

15 Years
Corrie Lapinsky - director Legal Services - LeGAL

Michael Crowe - director Corporate Staffing - Hr

Chuck Caruso - district Sales Manager – dSM #204

10 Years
Josie Kostelecky - Store Sales Manager - Store #2049

Jan White - Team Leader - dC

Sharon St Germain - Store Sales Manager - Store #2189

Jo dargay - Administrative Assistant - SOUrCING

deborah Hoganson - Store Sales Manager - Store #3049

5 Years
Mary Walton - Sales Associate - Store #0114

Krista rau - Store Sales Manager - Store #3156

Angela Snow - Store Sales Manager - Store #3124

Steven West - Store Sales Manager - Store #2138

Scott Adlard - Store Sales Manager - Store #2133

Patricia robertson - Sales Associate - Store #3061

Paul Fisher - district Sales Manager - dSM

Miguel Oritz - Merchandise Handler - dC

Akena Baker - Store Sales Manager - Store #2110

Joshua Herbold - Store Sales Manager - Store #2618

Amanda Holman - Store Sales Manager - Store #3055

damian Gerena - Store Sales Manager - Store #2709

Mike devorak - Sr Accountant - FINANCe

Sonia Madjos - Assistant Sales Manager - Store #2618

Mariel eisele - Store Sales Manager - Store #3646

Theresa Glenn - Assistant Sales Manager - Store #1010

Wilmer english - Assistant Sales Manager - Store #2474
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Corporate and  
Distribution Center
star Performers

CORPORATE

The dC Associate of the month — One of the secrets to the long-term success 
of the culture in our distribution Center is the emphasis placed on hiring and 
keeping associates who are helpful and positive teammates. Jose is a shining 
example of that! Jose started as a seasonal associate in August 2004. For 
the past two years he has been a PT Merchandise Handler in the shipping 
department.  He is a very eager “student of the operations” who has made it a 
priority to learn ALL of the job processes in shipping, including major tasks such 
as:
 • Processing and shipping of new stores
 • e-commerce, and
 • Floor-set
All of these activities require detailed processes and 100% accuracy. Jose never 
lets us down! He is a KeY associate in shipping. In addition, Jose is flexible:  
he has been trained and is fully proficient to work in garment picking, garment 
sorters and he offers to help out wherever he is needed. With his full support, 
great teamwork and willingness to go the extra mile, he has made a major 
impact in getting the job done, meeting the requirements of both the stores and 
the vendors!

The Home Office Associate of the month — debra joined Wilsons Leather in 
February 2006 as the Merchandise Production Specialist (MPS) supporting the 
New Accessory Concept, which, as we all know, was placed on hold. But she 
didn’t let that get her down. When her supervisor saw how gifted she was, we 
asked her to provide both MPS and Allocation support to the Airport  
stores — which she did without missing a beat. In January of this year, debra 
was promoted to Allocator; and by April, we were tapping her on the shoulder 
again to take on a temporary assignment supervising the MPS group and driving 
substantial change in the area!

She was chosen for this assignment because of her demonstrated flexibility, 
commitment to Wilsons Leather, her problem-solving skills, initiative and 
POSITIVe ATTITUde!

The MPS team is all new — all hired in the last week of december. The work 
done by this team has a huge impact on the supply chain. debra initiated 
considerable change in this area, including creating a new product and purchase 
order (PO) set-up process, which assists the MPS team in creating new styles 
and PO’s accurately and efficiently. She also standardized processes and rolled 
out new exception reports that lead to quicker identification of errors and much 
needed consistency. Finally, debra increased efficiency by developing a “shared 
pool” approach to monitoring and distributing MPS workload.

jose
Cortez

Merchandise

Handler

Debra
Nemec
allocation

analyst
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The top 1/3 of our stores are generating truly outstanding service results, achieving customer 
experience survey scores in the 85 to 90% range, while the bottom 1/3 of our stores are scoring 
very disappointing results in the 55 to 65% range. The remaining 1/3 are in-between; they have 
solid results but are not yet at the same level as our top performers. 

When we look at how the sales performance of our stores correlates to customer experience 
survey results we find:

• The top stores on the customer experience survey achieve 3% better sales than average, 

 while

• The bottom stores achieve 4% worse sales than average.

That’s a 7% difference in sales performance as a result of the customer experience in the store. 
More importantly, that difference is getting bigger. If you look at the districts that have been 
the longest-term high performers on the customer experience survey for malls and outlets you 
find that they are also the top performers in sales YTd. Congratulations to Paul Schaefer #208, 
Cheryle Crabtree #212, Meg Allgood #102, Paul Fisher #103 and everyone on their teams!  

In the last issue of the Update I included a checklist to ensure that your store is ready for 
every customer. Take a couple of minutes to review that list again. Is your store delivering great 
experiences, striving to get there or is your store one of the non-believers?  

My mission is to do whatever is needed to ensure that we continue to improve the customer 
experience and our company’s performance. If you see opportunities to do better, share them 
with your team, your leader, and with me. Only as a team, focused on delivering results, will we 

all succeed.  

Thank you,

Adam      

Ready for Every Customer Checklist:

• every associate demonstrates the traits of Friendly, enthusiastic, Interested, and Appreciative 
to every customer who comes into the store. 

• everyone is trained on Leather, Product, and Customer experience Intelligence.

• Tip cards are used every day with every associate.

• We are doing in-store customer experience observations every day.

• every associate is aware of the store’s performance and their own personal  performance
 to goal every day.

• every associate knows about the store’s secret shop and customer experience survey
 results so that we can continue to improve. 



Outside the store
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BrANd
LAUNCH

8 /20-9 /9 2

ULTIMATe
HANdBAG
SALe

Storefront Presentation – Overview  7/23 - 8/193

STOREFRONT OVERVIEW
• Windows 1 and 2 are communicated on separate pages (pages 4-5) with larger photos that show the set-up in greater detail. 

• Priority Window – Stores that can only execute one window use the Window #1 presentation.

Buy1Get1
All Accessories

of equal or lesser value

821745

1746

1747

Doorway Easel – Place doorway easel perpendicular to storefront – message should be viewable from either direction when walking by the storeNOTE

75

Buy1Get1
All Accessories

of equal or lesser value

821745

21749 821751

21750 821752



Customer service

The following associates were identified as associates who, through their actions, represent the best 
in customer service. These associates recognized situations where customers needed extraordinary 
service and they stepped in and delivered. We are proud that these individuals choose to work with 
us at Wilsons Leather.

Kelly Junemann – MT #3154 – Chicago, IL
It’s early summer and our stores are in heavy clearance mode. S.W.A.T. selling (Sell What’s Available Today) is never more 
important than when you’re working with clearance goods. Kelly really understands how to discover the customer’s needs 
and stay focused on S.W.A.T. selling! A customer was returning to her home country after living in the USA for five years. 
She was shopping for gifts to bring back for her friends and family. Kelly kept asking the customer who else she needed 
gifts for and enthusiastically helped the customer pick out styles that they’d like. As time passed the jackets began to pile 
up. To keep things moving Kelly pulled a cart into the store and after a while it was stacked over her head! Kelly stayed with 
the customer, asking more questions and discovering more people that needed gifts! Kelly and the customer had a great 
time working through the store — Kelly kept finding the customer the best deals for her money and trying on jackets so she 
could see how they would look on her friends and family. Kelly took extra time to determine what the woman was looking 
for, helped her pick out styles that she liked, stayed completely focused on discovery and engage and by the time she was 
done the customer had more bags than she could carry! The customer had a great buying experience and left the store 
a couple hours after she came in with 51 items for over $3,000.00! Kelly even helped her carry the load out to the car! 
Congratulations, Kelly, for showing that even when you’ve “made the sale” you still should ask the gift shopper who else 
they need to buy for. You never know what will happen if you continue to work on discovery! 

Heather Sabin – SSM #2824 – eugene, Or
Great service happens every day at Wilsons Leather. Associates are always surprised when they are recognized for 
outstanding service, saying, “I was just doing my job. Anyone else would have done the same thing.” everyone has the 
opportunity to be a customer service hero — they just have to do the right thing for the customer! Heather went beyond the 
ordinary to help a customer and resolve what could have been a difficult situation. We only discovered this story because 
she submitted mileage expenses for $109.13. What was the reason for the expense? Picking up a coat for a customer.  
The customer had done a charge/send from another store but was sent the wrong size. He called store 2824 and talked 
to an associate who assured him that the correct size was in the store. The customer drove two and a half hours to make 
the exchange and when he got to the store they did not have the size he needed — and he was leaving the country in just 
a couple of days! Heather located the item at a store two hours away, told the customer she would take care of everything 
and then picked up the item and delivered it to the customer. She was not even going to turn in the expenses but her dSM, 
Carla davis, said that she should. The solution to this customer problem cost more than we made on the sale, but it was 
the right thing to do to take care of the customer. 

Sam Binkeiwicz – Sales Associate #2681 – Wilmington, NC
Here are some excerpts from a letter we received from a customer regarding Sam. Sam’s example demonstrates how 
sincere interest and courtesy are so well appreciated by customers and result in top-box scores. My experience at your store 
was fantastic, well beyond what I expected. I entered the store just before closing time. The moment I walked in the door, 
the two people working stopped to greet me. They were not pushy but let me know that if I needed any help they were there. 
I had my three-month old daughter in my arms and when I picked up a leather jacket one-handed Sam came right over to 
offer assistance. When I asked the price, instead of just assuming, he looked up the cost to be sure. Once I’d decided on 
my purchase he informed me that perhaps I should try it on, because going by the size did not always ensure a proper fit. 
When I replied that I would have to return the next day when my arms were not so full, he told me that the other associate 
would be happy to hold my daughter so that I could try on the jacket. The associate who held my daughter was gentle with 
her and extremely patient while I tried on the jacket. Trying it on turned out to be a good idea because it was a little too  
big — I would have gotten the wrong size! Only another mother who has been in my position can truly appreciate how much 
of an inconvenience it can be to shop with a baby in arms. However what these associates did not know was that, although 
I truly wanted what I purchased and I had come to the mall specifically for the items I bought, I may not have returned the 
following day, if ever, after that night. I am a recently widowed, young mother of six, and for me to come to a store with 
only one child in tow is a rarity. Shopping with six children, albeit well behaved I’m told, is a trial for which I rarely have the 
patience. even though I live in the subdivision right behind the mall, I’ve been in there perhaps all of three or four times in 
the past year. That evening I went to the mall for one purpose, to go to your store, and that’s exactly what I did. I went to 
Wilsons Leather, made my purchase and went right back out. It was so late that the Food Court where I entered was already 
closed for the night. The conduct of your two associates, one I suspect was a manager, was exemplary. Thank you for the 
wonderful shopping experience. I will remember it every time I put on my jacket, and use my attaché case. 

In every situation above it might have been easier to not do what these three heroes did. However, by stepping up and 
showing a sincere interest in the needs of the customer, these three associates set an example for us all. Going beyond 
the ordinary makes all the difference for the customer and for Wilsons Leather.  

Besides this embarrassing article in the Update, we offer a sincere thank you to each of these associates, plus an additional 
$200 in their paycheck this week as an added reward for showing us all the way to care for the customer. 

HeroesOutside the store
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New Looks Fall ‘07 

    

Wilsons Leather
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Brands Are
In Store
for JULY
& AUGUST
For months now you’ve been hearing how 
we are going to change the outerwear 
offering in our stores to feature nationally 
recognized brands. Well, the time for 
talking is over and the brands are rolling 
in! To support our new branded apparel 
initiative we have new graphics, new  
in-store merchandising strategies and, 
most importantly, new brands that will 
attract new customers and resonate with 
our loyal Wilsons Leather customers. The 
new branded apparel will heighten our 
appeal to our targeted customers — Gen 
X and Young Boomers — with Classic, 
Contemporary, and Cool merchandise. 

Branded merchandise will begin arriving in 
stores over the next few weeks as we ramp 
up to our mid-August brand launch.  



We are bringing in prestigious department store brands that will attract new customers! every mall store will be featuring women’s and men’s styles in every 
brand. While we will be price competitive with department stores, we will earn the customers’ business with our broader assortment, unsurpassed leather and 
product intelligence, and superior customer service.  
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 | Mall stOREs |

“the idea is healthy…fun…sexy.” 
– guEss?

Adventurous. Sexy. All-American with an 
international flair. GUeSS? celebrates the 
human form. GUeSS? is defined by great 
attention to detail and a european passion for 
cut and fit. GUeSS? is original and modern in 
every sense. GUeSS? styles are cut close to 
the body for a young, athletic and adventurous 
customer seeking the excitement and sizzle 
of striking fashion. This is a brand for the cool 
customer.    

The Calvin Klein brand sets the tone of 
elegance and modern sophistication for 
adults. Calvin Klein Leather for men and 
women reflects Calvin Klein’s design esthetic 
of minimalist streamlined new-basic designs 
that become wardrobe staples. Calvin Klein 
is a design and fashion icon for the classic to 
contemporary customer.    

“I’ve never been one
to see women in ruffles
and all kinds of fanciful apparel. 
to me it’s just silly.” 
– Calvin Klein

Modern. American. Accessible. 
Metropolitan. Kenneth Cole Productions 
evolved in New York City and is the 
brand of choice for contemporary urban 
professional men and women. Kenneth 
Cole reaction appeals to professionals 
who desire the fashion direction and 
lifestyle of a status brand. Kenneth 
Cole is a brand for the contemporary 
customer and displays their fashion 
savvy and confidence. 

The SeAN JOHN brand will be featured in 50 to 
60 select high fashion urban store locations. 
Sean “P. diddy” Combs incorporates his acute 
sense of style into every aspect of his life. Mr. 
Combs created the SeAN JOHN line to fill the 
void in the market for well-made, sophisticated, 
fashion forward clothing that also reflects an 
urban sensibility and style. The products are 
inspired by Mr. Combs’ image and reflect his 
diverse personal style.  

“It’s not just a label...It’s a lifestyle.” 
– sean john

“Do you have to go
somewhere to leave an impression?” 
– Kenneth Cole   



We are bringing in prestigious department store brands that will attract new customers! every mall store will be featuring women’s and men’s styles in every 
brand. While we will be price competitive with department stores, we will earn the customers’ business with our broader assortment, unsurpassed leather and 
product intelligence, and superior customer service.  
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 |  OutlEt stOREs |

The Tommy Hilfiger brand combines 

fresh American style with unique 

details to give time-honored 

classics an updated look for men 

who desire high quality, designer 

apparel at competitive prices. The 

Tommy Hilfiger brand has been built 

on a powerful design philosophy 

bringing a fresh perspective to 

traditional, all-American styling. 

Tommy Hilfiger leather outerwear 

emphasizes “classics with a 

twist”.

Nine West is a total lifestyle brand offering  

runway looks interpreted into real life fashion. 

Nine West is dedicated to the Nine West woman. 

She’s smart, sophisticated, elegant, and chic. 

Someone who loves fashion and appreciates good 

quality without compromising on price. Nine West 

is a trusted fashion advisor for the classic to  

contemporary woman. 

“the idea is healthy…fun…sexy.” 
– guEss?

Adventurous. Sexy. All-American with an 
international flair. GUeSS? celebrates the 
human form. GUeSS? is defined by great 
attention to detail and a european passion for 
cut and fit. GUeSS? is original and modern in 
every sense. GUeSS? styles are cut close to 
the body for a young, athletic and adventurous 
customer seeking the excitement and sizzle 
of striking fashion. This is a brand for the cool 
customer.    

The SeAN JOHN brand will be featured in 50 to 
60 select high fashion urban store locations. 
Sean “P. diddy” Combs incorporates his acute 
sense of style into every aspect of his life. Mr. 
Combs created the SeAN JOHN line to fill the 
void in the market for well-made, sophisticated, 
fashion forward clothing that also reflects an 
urban sensibility and style. The products are 
inspired by Mr. Combs’ image and reflect his 
diverse personal style.  

“It’s not just a label...It’s a lifestyle.” 
– sean john

The brands in outlets are fashion classics that are well known to the outlet shopper. In 
most centers we will be the exclusive retailer of leather from these powerhouse brands. 
We offer tremendous value for the consumer, especially when compared to fabric products 
offered elsewhere. Our outlet store brands are gender specific – playing to the strengths 
of the brands with their established customer base.  


